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Fredholm’s integral equation theory and Mittag-Leffler expansion is used for 
getting characteristic functions and three ways of expressing the Bernoulli 
numbers. 
This is a supplement to a paper which the author presented at the Washington 
session of the I.S.I. in August, 1971. 
Let X(t) be a normal stochastic process defined for 0 < t < 1 with a covari- 
ante function c(t 1, tJ and a mean value E(X(t)) = f(t). We shall get a very 
simple expression for the characteristic function of si Xs(t) dt. This is well known 
iff(t) = 0 and especially in the case of the Wiener-Levy and von Mises-Smirnoff 
process. It is somewhat more complicated if f(t) # 0. As usual $ X2(t) dt will 
be approximated through the Riemann sum 
f [x2 (f) + *-- + x2 (-g]. 
Let tV be the vector [f(l/s) *..f(s/s)] and tX the vector [X(1/s) .*. X(s/s)]. The 
covariance matrix of X will be C, = ((c(i/s, j/s)). And we have 
E (exp iu s: X2(t) dt) 
- - ; “(X - V) c;yx - V)] dX. 
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This equality holds if c(t, , ts) is sufficiently regular. We have 
i:tXX= ift(X- V)(X- V)+iTtVV+2ittV(X-V) 
and so we get 
E [eq i F ~XX] 
&u/s) tVV 
= (27r)*/” ddet C, 
x j exp [2i:tV(X- V)-it(X- V) [Cg1-F18] (X-V)] d(X- V) 
_ E C -‘I2 
s s 11 1 -l v. (1) 
If f(t) is Riemann square integrable (l/s) tVV tends towards Jif2(t) dt. If 
c(t, , ts) is sufficiently regular det[l, - (2iu/s) C,] has a limit equal to 
$12) 
k=l 
where the {&} are the eigenvalues of v(tl) = h jif(tr , t2) p)(ts) dt, . This limit 
has a very simple form in the Wiener-L&y case (cos &!&) and in the von Mises- 
Smirnoff case (sin G/a). As c(t, , tz) is symmetric and positive definite, 
X, is real and nonnegative. We have 
ytv qL2”I [ s s 1 -lv+vqI,-pp 
= $ y [+I" q/q'lV 
7Z=O 
= 2u2 z (2iu)” “zy . 
n=o 
Let A, be an s x s matrix such that (l/s) A,tA, = IS and diagonabze C, . Then 
u/4 C8 = v/4 tAP,A, , where D, is a diagonal matrix with elements tending 
to XL’, so that tVCt+‘V/sn+2 tends towards (l/s) tVtAJIF+l(l/s) A,V. 
The limit of this scalar is equal to: 
with ak = 
s 
1 &u)f(U) du, 
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where (pk is the k-th eigenfunction of c(t, , ta), i.e., 
' vk&) = hk 
s 
.l 
c(u, t> P)&) du with vk’(u) du = 1. 
0 0 
Therefore in formula (1) the exponent will be 
Hence the characteristic function of $ X2(t) dt becomes 
1 - ?)I-“” exp iu jlf2(t) dt + iu F ak2 . 
k k=l 
If the set of eigenfunctions is a set of completely orthogonal functions 
I )(t) dt = +cm uk2 k=l 
and the exponent is 
+m 
C ak2 
k=l 
With this form we see immediately that 
+@= 
exp 1 ak2 
iu 
k=l ,-2f 
hk 
is the limit of characteristic functions of an indefinitely divisible law. And so 
the law of f: X2(t) dt is indefinitely divisible in the general case. The Taylor 
expansion of the exponent is 
I,"=, ak2 = Sk(t) dt if bk) is complete. In this case, 
+ , t2> = f dtlp@2) 
k=l k 
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and we see that 
and 
h 7 tz>h-l)(h) 4 = f f$ AtJ 
k=l 
and 
So any exponent of this form will lead to a characteristic function of an indefi- 
nitely divisible law. 
Obviously, if xkzl ak2& iS convergent, 
is a characteristic function. Let us suppose we have even &zI ak2Xk2 < co. 
Then &zl aJkvk@) ’ IS mean-square convergent towards f(.&t) with 
f akhkvk(t) = f(-& 
k=l 
We have 
fk) = 1: 4, 2 tz>h(tz) & and f ak2Ak = &,(t)f(l) dt. 
k=l 
Therefore we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM. The Taylor series 
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is a chmacte&ic function provided that f(Jt) is an arbitrary square integrable 
function and ;f c(t, , tz) is a positive definite kernel with a complete set of eigen- 
functions. 
In the quoted paper, I gave the example c(t, , t2) = min(t, , t2) andf(t) = m, 
so the characteristic function is 
[cos &Zj-1/2 exp *m2 42% tg d2iu. (4 
Using the following definition of the Bernoulli numbers: 
X m B,xn 
----=a~ ez - 1 V&=0 
the expansion of 42% tg d!% is 
il (-I)“-’ 22k’f&y I) B,,(2iu)“. 
And so we have 
(2k)! l 
&a = (-I>“-’ 22k122k _ 1) s of(n-dt)d~~ (4 
withf&) = Ji mW, x>ftn-d4 d x and f (x) = 1. Now I shall give two other 
examples. 
If we consider the Wiener-L&y process X(t) with E(X(t)) = m and if we 
take Y(t) = X(t) - t(X(l) - X(0)) we have c(t, , t2) = min(t, , t2) - tlt2 and 
f(t) = m. It is very easy to see that 
E (exp iu 1’ Y”(t) d”) = [,;nTz]1’2 exp 2m2& tg ,& . (B) 
0 
With this result we see that 
E [I: Y’(t)di] = i + m2 and variance of 11 P(t)& = -& + F. 
From formula (A) 
,?? [s: X2(t) dt] = k + m2 and variance of 1: X2(t) dt = i + f m2 . 
Therefore j: Y2(2) dt - Q is a more efficient estimation of m2 than li X2(t) dt - Q. 
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In order to have cotg in the exponent, we have just to take a Z(t) process with 
c(t, , tJ = min(t,t,) - t,t, and f(t) = m(1 - t), 
and SO we have 
E(expiuS:Z2(t)dt) = [si~~]l’zexp$(l -GcotgG). (C) 
Through (B) and (C) ‘t 1 is easy to get a new expression for the Bernoulli numbers 
which is similar to (a). 
